
HETHER or  not the proper study of 
mankind is man, it is the only study in w 

which the knobver and the known are one, in 
which the object of thc science is the nature 
of the scientist. If we consider every egoilt 
men have made in response to  the ancient in- 
junsriow "know ~rahyself~" :hen psycholog] has 
perhaps a longer tradition than any other sci- 
ence, But by a stricser con;ceprion of science, 
more is required zkan individual insight or self- 
consciousness. Definitions, principles, analyses 
applicable to ail mew muss be estab%isRed, and 
it has been questioned whether the method of 
introspection su5ces for this purpose. !Vhat 
weshods should be used 5y the psycholiogist 
depends in part upon the precise object and 
scope of his inquiry. According as different 
subject matters and different methods define 
psyshoiogy, there seem to be several disci- 
plines bearing ghat name, each with its own 

< exadition in western thought. 
In one sonce?rion, psychology begins with 

the dialogues of ?lato and with Aristotle9s m a -  
tise On the Sod. As AP;Jseotle7s title indicates, 
and as zhe Greek roses ~f the word 66"g?ychoP- 
ogj9' connote, she sou% rather than man is the 
object of the science. Anthropology, #ant later 
suggests, would be a more appropriate name 
for $he sc ie~ce of man. The Greek inqui~;r into 
the soul exeends, beysnd man, lo all living 
things. It is because '%he soul is in some sense 
xhe principle of animal life," Aristotle writes, 
that "zhe knowjedge of .:he soul admittedly 
csneribuies greatly :o the advance of a u t h  in 
general, and, above ail, to  our understanding 
of N a t ~ r t . ' ~  

Ne-~ertheless, psjrchology !or the Greeks is 
pPii.,cipally coancer~ed with ehe study oh man. 
-s 

I ae analysis of the p a ~ s  or !ac~ltie5 of $he htl- 

man soul is an analysis of the properties of ku- 
man nature-the powers which man has and 
the characteristicallly human aces or  functions 
he can perfom. The methods by which phis 
analysis is developed are, for tihe most part, the 
same methods which the Creek philosophers 
use In physics. ""The study of the soul," Aris- 
code writes, "falls wirhin she science of Na- 
ture." The definitions of the psychologist, like 
those of the physicist, give "a certain mode of 
movement of such and such a body (or part 
or faculey sf a body) by this or that cause and 
for this or ahat end." In the case of the human 
soul, however, the psychologist can employ a 
method not applicable to other things. The 
human intellect is able so examine itself. Mind 
can thus know things about mind which are 
not orhewvise observable. 

The subject matter of psycho%ogy narrows 
somewhat when, at a later moment in the 
tradition, the study of mind tends to  re- 
place the study of man. This narrowing takes 
place gadually. Though Descartes identifies 
sou? with mind or  intellect, he treaes of the 
passions and the will as well as thought and 
knowledge. DiEerintg from Descartes with re- 
gard to body and soul, Mobbes and Spinsaa 
also give as much attention to the emotions 
as to  ideas and reasoning. But with Lscke, 
Berlceley, and Hume shere is an increasing ren- 
dency to analyze the contents of conscious- 
sress and the aces of the understanding, ereaeed 
exclusively as a faculty of thinking or know- 
ing. Where in rhe earlier tradition the obser- 
vation of human behavior and ahe behavior of 
other animals appears :o be useful in psychol- 
ogy7 here rhe main source of psychologica! , 
koo~ivledge seems eo be introspecaion. 

The Principles of Psychology Sp WilSiam 
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James aild :he writings CE Sigmund Freud ;ep- 
resent a return t0 the broader conception of 

SG. rhe science. According .LO James, it  is bee- 
aer . . . to let <he sciexe be as v~gue  as its 
subject. . . if 5y so doing we can throw any 
jighe on the main business in hand." If gsy- 
chology 6't'raes into ascsur,t the fact aha: 
minds inhabit envisosments which act on 
them and sn which they in turn react" and 
""sakes mind in the midst of all its concrete 
relations, it is immensely more iecile than 
she old-fashioned 'rational psycho!ogygr,' which 
treated the soul as a detached existent, suf- 
ficient unto itself, and assumed to  consider 
only its nature and properties. I shall therefore 
feel free," James goes on go say, "'ao make 
any sallies into zoology or  into pure newe- 
physiology which may seem insartactiv, f or  OUT 

purposes.9' 
Though in the hands of James and Freud 

the scope of psychology extends no further 
than the range of topics Aquinas covers in 
his treatise on man and his creatise on human 
acts and passions, their return to the study of 
man as a whole is accompanied by an interest 
in or  invention of new methods, experimer,- 
tal and clinical. ""As a science," Freud wri.ires, 
""psychoanalysis is characterized by she mesh- 
ods with whish it works, not by the subject 
matter ,with which it deals." Those who dis- 
dnguish between science and philosophy in 
terns of empirical research date the beginning 
of psychology from the inception of these 
new methods. They regard most psychological 
writings earlier than James and Freud as W O ~ E C S  
of speculation or philosophy. 

Controversy over the validity of conclusions 
in psychologj somedmes rums on the con- 
9icring claims of rival methods so be the only 
way oi arriving at :he ;ruth; and somerimes, 
as with Kant, the issue of method senms to 
be subordinate to the issue sf  subject matter. 
Kanr admits the possibility of an empirical 
psychology which would confine its inquiries 
to  the phenomenal processes of thought and 
fee'nilrrg, because with respect 20 such an object 
''Iw& couid call in aid observations on  the play 
of our rhoughts," and thence derive '"natural 
Taws 3r' rile thinking self." 3ut, he goes >an'to 
say, "it c0~13d never be available for discover- 

ing those properties whish do not belong to  - 

possible experience." 
What Kant calls "rational psychology" aims 

at what is for him impsssible, namely, knowl- 
edge of the reality or substance 0% the soul 
itself. It is impossible, he says, to  make "any 
dogmatical a%rmation concerning an objesr 
of experience beyond she boundaries of expe- 
rience." Kant9s critique of rational psychology 
thus appears to be based on the same princi- 
ples which underlie his critique of metaghysi- 
cal assertions concerning God's existence and 
the freedom of the will. 

Those principles are in turn based on an 
elaborate theory of the human faculties, such 
as sense, understanding, and rkason, and she 
roie they play in the constitution of experience 
and knowledge. But #ant does not regard his 
own theory of the faculties as psychology. 
VVsiters like Kocke and Flume, on the other 
hand, seem to make their psychology-cer- 
rainly in its principal concern with how the 
content sf the mind is acquired and formed- 
the basis for appraising the validity of all other 
knowledge, Tkey do not question she validity 
o i  psyshoi2og itself. Tkey seem t o  assume that 
self-!mowledge has unique advantages over all 
other inquiries. 

THESE ISSUES of the scope and validity of psy- 
chology are in owe sense more relev- ~ n t  to  
the chapters on KNOWLEDGE, MIND, and SOUL.' 
than to this one. Their relevance here is lim- 
ited by their connection with the main issues 
about the nature of man. ~ o t  merely the zra- 
dieion of psprchology, but the whole tradition 
of western thought seems to  divide on the 
question of man's essence. 

The question can be put in a number of 
ways. Is man a rational animal, and does that 
deffnition Emply that only man has reason? 
Does it imply that man has free will, and 
that only man has free will? Like the y e s -  
tion about she distinc~ion besween living and 
nonliving things or the similar question about 
the difference bemeen plants and animals, this 
question can aJso be asked in terms sf rhe 
contrast between difference In kind and dif- 
ference in degree. Does man dir7er essentially 
OP in kind from o&er animals, or do all ani- 
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mals possess rhe same fundamental properties? 
Does man diiTer kom the others only in the 
degree ao !which he possesses some of these 
shared qualities? 

Some, like Darwin, think that "'the diEer- 
ence in mind between man and the higher 
animals, great as it is, certainly is one of degree 
and not of kind. We have seen," he writes, 
"ahat the senses and intuitions, the various 
emotions and faculties, such as love, memory, 
attention, curiosity, imitation, reason, etc., of 
which man boasts, may be h u n d  in an incip- 
ient, or  even sometimes in a well-deve!oped 
condition, in the lower animais. They are also 
capable sf some inherited improvement, as we 
see in ehe domestis dog compared with the 
wold o r  jackal. 3f it coaaid be proved that cer- 
tain high mental powers, suck as the formation 
of general cop.septs, self-consciousness, etc., 
were absolutely peculiar eo man, which seems 
extremely doubtful, it is not improbable that 
these qualities are merely the incidental results 
of other highly-advanced intellectual faculties; 
and these again mainly the result of the son- 
sinued use of a perfect Eanguagea9, Such a view 
s'leady (rakes the position that man varies from 
other animals in the same way that one species 
of awima'n varies from another. 

Those who take the opposite position do 
not always agree on the precise nature of the 
$ifTerence in kind. For the most pare, they 

' attribute rationality ro man alone and use the 
word ""brl-ute9' ro signify that all other animals 
totally Iac!z reason, no St99tte.r how acute their 
iwtelligerrse or the apparent sagacity of their 
instinctive reactions. Milton, for example, in 
common with many others, describes man as 

. . . a csearure who nor prone 
And bmte as other creatures, but endued 
With sanseity of reason, might erect 
His stature, and upright with front serene 
Govern she rest, self-knowing, and from thence 
Mignanimous to correspond with heaven. 

Those who And a $ifTerence in hind bersl~een 
man and other animals ailso tend to  think ehat 
human society and human language are essem- 
tially digerent from the beehive o r  rhe ant 
mound, from bird ca%ls, jungle cries, o r  parrot- 
,ing, because they are the .work or expression 
of reason. Unlike Darwin, some of them find 

in human speech not the cause sf man's ap- - 
parent difference in kind from other animals, 
but the consequence of his real difference in 
kind-his distinctive rationality. The fact that 
man does certain things that no other animal 
does at  all means to them that man Fossesses 
certain powers which no other animal shares 
to  any degree, even the slightest. They would 
therefore interpret Damin's admission ehat an 
anthropoid ape could not fashion "a stone 
into a tool" o r  "follow a train of rnetapkysicall 
reasoning, or solve a mathematical probiem, 
o r  reflect on God, or admire a grand narural 
scene," as an indication that the ape totally 
lacked human reason o r  intellect, however 
acute his animal intelligence. But the writers 
who agree that man is radically different from 
the brutes do  not all agree in the account 
they give od human reason; nor do they all 
affirm free will as the natcrat accompaniment 
of rationality. 

Locke, for example, begins his essay Con- 
c e m i ~ g  N ~ m a n  Upaderstamdipag with the re- 
mark that &'the understanding. . a sets man 
above the rest d sensible beings:s." Men and 
other animals alike have the powers of sense, 
memory, and imagination, but, he says, "brutes 
abstract not . . . The power of abstracting is 
not at  a11 in them." This power of having 
"general ideas is that which puts a perfect 
distinction betwixt man and brutes, and Is an 
exscllency which the faculties of brutes do  
by no means attain 90." But Locke denies 
that man has free will in the sense of a free 
shoise among alternatives. Rousseau, on the 
other hand, declares that ""e~engr animal has 
ideas . . . and it is only in degree that man 
diEers, in this respect, from the bmte . . . It is 
not, therefore, SO mush the understanding that 
sonseiautes the specific diEerense bemeen the 
man and the brute, as t h  human quality s f  
free agency . . . and it is particularly in his con- 
ssiousness of this Biberty ehat the spipituality of 
his soul is 

James agrees with %os!ze -hat "it is pro$- 
able that brutes neither attend to abstract 
characters nor Aave associations by similarity," 
but it is the latter fact which James himself 
makes the principal distinction between man 
and brute. 56We may," he asserts, "consider 
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it proven that the most elementary single dif- 
iereilce between the human mind and that of 
brutes lies in this deficiency on the brute's  pa^ 
go associaiie ideas by sirnilariq~.~' James em-  
werates "'other classical dife~entiae of man he- 
sides that of being the only reasoning animal." 
Man has beer, called, he says, "'ahe laughing 
animal" and "the talking animal," but these 
disdnczive traits, like human reasoning, James 
regards as "consequences or' his unrivalled 
powers . . . to'assosiate ideas by similarity." 

Reason and speesh are for James the effects, 
where far Adam Smith they are the same, 
of man's peculiarly human attributes. "The 
propcnsi~j to aruck, barter, and exchange one 
thing for another," Smith writes, is 66common 
to  all men, and to be found in no other rsce 
of  animals." This s e m s  to  him to be a "'neses- 
sap? consequence of ohe faculties of reason and 
speech" .jyhich are peculiar to man. Idsbbes, as 
we shall see presently, takes still another posi- 
tion, since he explains man's reasoning power 
in terms sf  his faculty sf  speech, a faculty 
which is possessed by no other animal. Tscque- 
ville remarks that "'Though man resembles the 
animals in many respects, one characteristic is 
pesuiiar to  Rim alone: Re improves 3aimse4f9 and 
they do not." 

Discussions of the difference bemeen man 
and other animals are not only the province of 
philosophers and social theorists, but also sf 
writers of fiction, \ Y ~ O  are often not as quick 
to  praise man over beasts. In Swift's Gabtive.8~ 
Tpavds, the horselike Wouyhnhnrns criticize 
the 21uman race as lacking resson and virlue, 
and in Mob7 Dick, Melville demonstrates how 
the ,whale is far more sublime than man. ln 
Anim~1' Fami, O ~ ~ e l 1  gives new meaning to 
Mrlstotle9s statement chat "man is a political 
animal9' by comparing maln to  suck creatures 
as oigs and sheep-political epithets &at are 
still jn vogue. Certainly d ~ e  most shocking of 
fictional comparisons between men and ani- 
mais appears in Kafka's The Metamo~phosio, 
~~nrhere ehe opening line telk the reader that 
the wain character has been aranss'ormed into 
a cockraach-a symbol s f  ~o7dvl?7 existence as 
Kaflca sees it. 

Despite a31 chese variations is? fheoky or ex- 
planadon, writers like Locke, Xoiasseau,james, 

Smith, and perhaps Hobbes seem eo agree ?Bat - 

Tnan and brute diRer in kind. On that point 
they agree even with writers like P!ato, Aris- 
rotle, Augus~iae~ kiquinas, Descapees, Spinoza, 
Kant, and Wegel 3vh0 hold, as they most def- 
initely do not, that man has a special faculty 
of mind, reason, or intellect. The contradic- 
eoq position is, $herefore, not t o  be f o u ~ d  
in the deniah sf some particular theory of 
reason, but rather in ahe denial that any fac- 
u 4 ~ j  or attribute which man possesses vuarrants 
our calling him "rational9' and other animals 
"'brute." 

"- 
I HE ISSUE IS sharply drawn between these 
contradictory positions. Yet it is avoided by 
those vvho go no f i c~her  than to see in human 
civilization certain distinctive features, such 
as the arts and sciences, OH jaw, government, 
and religion. 3. S. Mil!, for example, discussing 
'ahe sentiment of justice, finds its root in the 
natural impulse ""t resent, and to repel or  
retaliate, any harm done or attempted against 
ourselves, on against those with whom we 
sympathise . . . common to  all animal nature." 
Man differs :from other animals, he writes, 
6Cfirst, in being capable of sympaehising, not 
solely with their ogspring, or, like some of the 
more wob4e animals, with some superior ani- 
mal who is kind to them, but with all human 
and even with all sentient beings. Secondly, in 
having a more developed inte?ligencc, which 
gives a vvlder range to she whole of their 
sentiments, vvherlae~ self-regarding or  sympa- 
thetic. By virtue of his superior intelligence, 
eve2 apart from his superior range of sympa- 
thy, a human being is capable of apprehending 
a community of interest bemeen himself and 
the human society of 3vhish he doms a part." 

A view of this sort wou%d seem to leave 
open the question whether such typically hu- 
man developments signify the possession by 
man of sgesiaI powers whida set Rim apan as 
dife~ent  i~ kind. While admitting extrasrdi- 
wan] diEerenczs bervveen the behavior or ac- 
complishments of men and other animals, this 
view does not reject the possibility that such 
accomp~ishments may represent rn4rely wide 
diiTesences in degree of power, which give the 
appearance f diierences in kind. 



As we have already o b s e ~ ~ e d ,  .ihe issue abonr 
man and brsec cannot be separated from 'ihe 
ssnkfoversy a.bouz the so-called "high-  fac.;l- 
ries" of man. 5xcepr ior ehe view :i~a: man is 
a purely spiritc ii being, 7ivho merely ishabits 
or uses a physical body, no r-heorj of human 
nature doalbts ehac man, as a living organism, 
possesses in sornrnon with $ants and animais 
certain: bodi'ay powers o r  fuizczio~s. The vege- 
taeive fuaaglctions which GaEen calls "the natural 
faculties" are indlspensabie zo human as to all 
other fo-ms sf corporeal life* SimEIarIy, the 
powers of sensitivity and appetite or desire are 
obviously present in man as in other animals. 
T o  <he obsewer, v ~ h o  sees only the externals 
of Ruman and animal behavior, men and the 
1 ' hngher animals appear rs reace to  fhe physisal 
stimulation of their sense organs with a similar 
repertoire of bodily movements, which wry 
only as :sheis skeletal structure and their or- 
gans of loc~motlon differ. They also manifest 
outward signs of inner emotional disturbance 
su%cienely similar eo warrant treating emo- 
tions like fear and rage as common to  men and 
ofher animals. 

On all eAis $here seems to be little dispute in 
the tradition of the great books. But difisult 
questions arise when the inner significance of 
Cbese external moe~elaaents is considered. Both 
men and animals have the familiar sense or- 
gans and such powers as tolac11, taste, smell, 
hearing, and vision. But do sensations give rise 
to  knowledge in the same w2y for both men 
and animals? Do the powers of memory and 
imagination extend an animalss range of appre- 
hension as they do man's? Do these powers 
affect the pert,-ption of present objecs in the 
same way lor men and animals! 

Such questions are not readily answered by 
obsewariow of external behavior alone. What 
seems to  be called for-a comparison af hla- 
man and animal cxpeience-cannot be ob- 
,tained. The SiGculty of the problem becomes 
imost incense whew a special faculty o f  know!- 
edge or  thought is attributed to man, for mi- 
ma% and human sense perception, imagination, 
or even emoeisn may be incomrnens~lrabEe i i  
a spesiai factor sf understanding or reason 
enters into a11 human experience anid 2s totally 
absent i ~ o m  ahat of animals, 

In <he a~c ienr  and medieval periods, :he sen- . 
,. skive facla3~j, Incluaing ;he interior sensitive 

pewers ooP 9>?lemory and irns~inasion, is gener- 
? allP dlsgingjished f r ~ i -  aanseker f2cgIty, 3jai-i- 

ousiy ca'iled ""itellect," "reason," or  "xiind." 
r ,-.A Wilrers like Plaeo, &ris;&ie, PEoainus, LC- 

creekhzs, Augustine, and Aquinas have dk8erenr 
conceptions ~f intellect on. ixr,ind, in itself and 
in ks ralation zo sense and imagination, $st  
they do not question its existence as a separate 
factllty. The range of  he sensitive powers does 
not extend to  idess or intelligible objects, nor 
is sensitive mem~no~i or  imagination for :hem 
the same as rational thought. , 

Not only does it seen unquestionable in the 
ancieras and medieval tradition that man has 
If heuc, pp .- ~ w o  distincr facrskies or' knowledge, but 
it is generally assurxed that other animals have 
to  a greater or  less degree, the power oP eke 
senses alone. Only men can understand as well 
as perceive; only men can know the universal 
as well as [he particular; only men can ?&ink 
about objects which arc neither sensible no5  
szrict!y, imaginable-objects such as atoms 
and God, the infinire and $he eternal, or  the 
inatellest itself. 'S'ne affimatior, of an essential 
diserence betvve~n reason and sense seems to 
be inseparabie from xhe a&smatiow of an es- 
sential dieerence bexween men and brrutes. 

DOUBTS OW DEM!ALS lh7ith regad 'CO b0th af- 
fim,ations achieve considerable prcvaiense in 
modern times. But though the two affirma- 
tions appear inseparable, they are not always 
denied together.. Moneaig~e, for example, does 
not so such doubt that men have reason as he 
does xla_ae other animals lack it. IHe considers 
the matter ir, the eight of ectemal evidences, 
in terms of the comparable peifomances of 
men and animals, The iighr sf reason seems to  
shine in both, 

!de .s,opeats man.). s.cories from Platarch, 
YEingr, and Cknjsippus :that supposedlly reveal 
rke comparable mentality oi anin-ials and men. 
O ~ l e  is che aro~, of the hourid .*who, following 
$he sccnt, c ~ r i a e ~  to P triphe par~ing 0% eke 
ways. I S 1 f ~ ~ ~  swigng aiosrg xhe first and second 
paths a i d  discoverii2g no t ~ a c c  of ehe ssenr, 
the hound, wiekout a moment's hesitation car 
sniging, rakes up she pursuit along rhe ehird 
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trail. This, Montaigne suggests, is a kind of 
syllogizing; as if the dog reasoned thus with 
himself: "'I have traced my master to this 
crossroad; he must necessariiy be going by one 
of these three roads; it is not by this one or 
that one; so he must infallibly be going by 
this other." 

It is noteworthy that Aquinas tells exactly 
she same story in order to  make the point that 
such QppearaPzces of reasoning in animals can 
be explained as instinctively determined con- 
duct. "In the works of irrational animals," he 
writes, "we notice certain marks of sagacity, 
in so far as they have a natural inclination to 
set about their actions in a most orderly man- 
ner through being ordained by the supreme 
art. For which reason, too, certain animals 
are called prudent or sagacious; and not be- 
cause they reason or exercise any choice about 
things." That such behavior is not the work of 
reason, he claims, "is clear from the fact that 
all that share in one nature invariably act in the 
same way." 

Unlike Montaigne, Machiavelli seems to im- 
ply that men and brutes are alike not in having 
reason, but in lacking it. The passions control 
behavior. Intelligence exhibits itself largely as 
craft or cunning in gaining ends set by the 
passions. Man is no less the brute in essence 
because in the jungle of society he often suc- 
ceeds by cunning rather than by force. Me may 
have more cunning than the fox, but without 
armor he also has less strength than the lion. 
The prince, Machiavelli remarks, "being com- 
pelled knowinrgly oo adopt the beast, ought to  
choose the lion and the fox, because the lion 
cannot defend himself against snares and the 
fox cannot defend himself against wolves." 

For the most part, however, the modern dis- 
sent from the ancient 2nd medieval view takes 
the form of denying that reason and sense 
are distinct powers. In its most characteristic 
expression, this denial is accompanied by a 
denial of abstract ideas as in the writings of 
Hobbes, Berkeley, and Hume. Their position, 
discussed more fully in the chapter on UNIVER- 
SAL A N D  PAR;TICULAR, is that men onEy give the 
appearance of having abstrace or general ideas 
because they employ common names which 
have genera-al significance. 

A T  IDEAS 

Language, according to  Hobbes, is the root - 

of all other differences between man and 
brute. Sense and imagination are "common to  
man and beast." Reasoning or the "train of 
thoughts," can take place in any animal which 
has memory and imagination. But that type 
of understanding which Hobbes describes as 
"conception caused by speech9' is peculiar 
to  man. His statement that "by the help of 
speech and method, the same Iaculties" which 
belong to both men and beasts "may be im- 
proved t o  such a height as to distinguish men 
from all other living creatures," would seem to  
imply that Hobbes regards man as superior to  
other animals only in degree. Yet, on the other 
hand, he enumerates a variety of institutions 
peculiar to human life, such as religicn, law, 
and science, which imply a digerence in kind. 

Like Hobbes, Berkeley thinks that men use 
general names but do not have general or ab- 
stract ideas. But he seems much less willing 
than Hobbes to assert man's clear superiority, 
even on the basis of man's attainments through 
the power of speech. If the fact that "brutes 
abstract not," he says in reply to  kocke, "be 
made the distinguishing property of that sort 
of animals, I[ fear a great many of those that 
pass for men must be reckoned into their num- 
ber." Hume goes further than either Berkeley 
or Hobbes. Agreeing with them that man has 
no faculry above sense and imagination, and 
hence no faculty which animals do not also 
possess, he alone explicitly draws the conclu- 
sion which that implies. 

"Animals as well as men," he writes, "'learn 
many things from experience and infer that 
the same eveots will always follow from the 
same causes." Such inferences, in animals or 
men, are not "'founded on any process of ar- 
gument or reasoning." They are the result ef 
the operation of custom and instinct. "Were 
rhis doubtful with regard to  men, it seems 
to  admit of no question with regard to the 
brute creakion; and the conclusion being once 
Arrnly established in the one, we have a strong 
presumption, from all the rules of analogy, 
that it ought ro be universally admitted, wish- 
out any exception or reserve." 4 

But if custom and instincz underlie the ap- 
pearance of reasoning in both men and animals, 
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it may be asked, says Hume, ""how it happens in us and in :hem, sicce rhey notice in them 
rhat men so much surpass animals in reason- all soqmreal movements as in us; they aq~iBP 
ing, and one man so mush surpasses another!" add that a difeuence me~e!y of greaze~ ~ n d  less 
Xis answer seems ro be entirely in terms of makes no dij4erence to the esselace, and 1~vi28 

degrec of the same factors. The same sort oP infer thar, 'ihough perchance they think $hat 
digerence which obtains bemceen a superior $here is less reason in rhe bez~ses ,than in us, our 
and an inferior intelligence among men obtains minds ate cf exactly ;Re same species." 
between men and other animals. 

All the evidence which Dapld~in later assem- 
bles on ike characreriseics of human mentality 
is offered by him in proof of the same point. 
But to those who think that man alone has an 
inte!lecr or a rational faculty, over and a b o ~ ~ e  
all his sensitive powers, such evidence remains 
inconclusive. As in the case of the dog, whose 
behavior Aquinas and Montaigne interpret 
digerently, tAe same obsewed facts seem to  be 
capable of quite opposite explanation by those 
who hold opposite theories of human and ani- 
mal intelligence. 

Is THERE INTERNAL evidencs, obtained from 
man's introspective experience 05 his own 
thought, which can resolve the controversy? 
As Dessanes sees it, the interpretation of such 
evidence also seems to depend on the prior 
assumpdon one makes about the sameness or 

-difference ~f men and brutes. 
"We cannot help at even] moment experi- 

encing within us chat we think," he writes; 
"nor san anyone infer from che facx that it 

I has been shown that the animate brutes can 
discharge all these operations entirely without 
thought, that he therefore does not think; 
banjess ir be that having previously persuaded 
himself that his actions are entirely like those 
of the brutes, just because he has ascribed 
thought to them, he were to adhere so p e ~ i -  
naciously to these very words, 'men and $rates 
spemte in the same way9' that when it was 
shown to him that she brutes did not chink, 
he preiexed to dis~est himself of that t-'nougl-it 
of his of which he could not fail to have an 
inner consciousness, rather than so allrer his 
opinion ihar he acted in the same way as the 
bmtes." 

On fhe other hand, Descarees continues, 
those who hold "that thozaght is not to be $is- 
tixgaished {?om f30di!y m ~ k i o u ~  ~wila with much 
better reason conc2ude that it is ;he same xhing 

THE ISSUE concerni~lg the senses and the rea- 
son is more fully discussed in the chapters GP, 
MIND and SENSE, and also in the chapters ofi 
IDEA and UNIXJBRSAL AND PARTICULAR, where 
the problem of abstract ideas or universal no- 
ti0ns is considered. The issue soncernipg soul 
in general and the human soul in particular 
belongs primarily to  the chapter on SOUL, and 
also to  xhe chapter on MIND. But like the issue 
about sense and intellect, its bearing on the 
prob9em of man's nature deserves brief com- 
ment here. 

The question is not whether man has a soul, 
bur  herhe her only man has a sou%; a rataeionai 
soul; a soul which is, in whole or in part, im- 
material; a soul capable of separate existence 
from the body; an immortal soul. IIP soul is 
conceived as the principle of life in all Ziv- 
ing organisms-as Ariseotie conceives la-rhea 
having a soul does net distinguish marl from 
pilanes or animals. I%, furzkermore, rhe rational 
soul is distinguished from the sensitive and 
vegetative sou% in the same way rkas men are 
distinguished froin brute animals and plants, 
namely, by reference to certain powers, such 
as intel%ect and vvill, then the statement ahat 
men aione A~ve rational souls would seem to 
add nothing to  the statement that men aione 
are rationmall. 

But if the human soul, through being ratio- 
gal, confers a mode of immaterial, or spiritual, 
being upon man, &en man's possession of 
such a soul Sets him apart from all other phys- 
ical things, even further than the special power 
of Peason sepamres him from ahe brutes. The 
position of Lucrerlus i'nlnsxraces this distinction 
in reverse. He does not deny that man has a 
soul. Unlike ocher living things which also have 
souls, man's soul includes a special pare which 
Lucretius calls ""mnd9' Or "inteile~t.~' He de- 

I 
scribes it as ""the force rhat gives direcdon so 
s life / As well as understanding," and ""a part 
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/ Of a man's make-up, every bit as much / As 
are his hands and feet and seeing eyes." 

So far as his having this special faculty is 
concerned, man is set apart. But for Lucretius 
nothing exists except atoms and void. Con- 
sequently, "mind . . . must have a bodily na- 
ture," which consists of "'particles very round 
and smooth indeed, / And v e v  small indeed, 
to  be so stirred . . . in motion by the slightest 
urge." In his physical constitution man does 
not differ in any fundamental respect from any 
other composite thing. The materiality of his 
soul, furthermore, means that it is as perish- 
able as any composite body. 

At the other extreme from Lucretius, Des- 
cartes conceives man as a union of nvo sub- 
stances. ''I possess a body," he writes, "with 
which I am very intimately conjoined, yet be- 
cause, on the one side, 1 have a clear and 
distinct idea of myself inasmuch as I am only 
a thinking and unextended thing, and as, on 
the other, 1 possess a distinct idea of body as 
it is only an extended and unthinking thing, 
it is certain that this I (that is to say, my soul 
by which I am what 1 am), is endrely and ab- 
solutely distinct from my body and can exist 
without it." Nevertheless, "sensations of pain, 
hunger, thirst, esc." iead Descartes to add: "'Z 
am not oniy lodged in my body as a pilot in 
a vessel, but . . . % am very closely united to  it, 
and so to  speak so intermingled with it that H 
seem to compose with it one whole." 

Only man has a dual nature, thus com- 
pounded. Other living things, Descartes seems 
to hold, are merely bodies, having the structure 
and operation of complex machines. If, like 
the "'a~tomata or moving machines . . . made 
by the industry of man," there were "such 
machines, possessing the organs and outward 
form of a monkey, or some other animal with- 
out reason, we should not have . . . any means 
of ascertaining that they were not of the same 
nature as those animals." 

It is indifferent to  Descartes whether other 
animals are conceived as automata or whether, 
because they have life, sensation, and imagi- 
nation, they are granted souls. "H have neither 
denied to the brutes," he writes, "what is 
vulgarly called life, ilor a corporeal soul, or 
organic sense." What he has denied is thought, 
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and it is this one SBcror which makes it impos- - 

sikle for a machine to imitare human speech 
and action. It is :his one fasfor which also 
requires man's soul, unlike shat of the bmte, 
to be an incseporeaI substance. 

Unlike sensations and passions, acts sf 
thought and will, according to Gescarees, can- 
not be functions of bodily organs. "Even 
though 1 were to  grant," he says, "that thought 
existed9' in dogs and apes, "it would in no- 
wise follow that the human mind was not 
to be distinguished from the body, but on 
the contrary rather that in other animals also 
there was a mind distinct from their body." 
When Descartes a&ms man's uniqueness, he 
is therefore affirming more than that man 
alone has reason and free will. He is affirming 
that of all things man alone is "formed of 
body and soul9'-not a corporeal soul, but a 
spiritual substance. The angejs, in contrast, are 
simply spirits. 

The remark sf  Plotinus, shat "'humanity 
is poised midway between the gods and the 
beasts," applies with somewhat altered signif- 
icance t o  the Cartesian view. But there are 
other conceptions sf the human constitution 
which, though they preserve the sense of man's 
dual nature, do nos make him a union of two 
separate substances. 

Spinoza, for example, gives man special sm- 
tus in the order of nature by conferring on him 
alone participation in the divine mind. "'The 
human mind," he writes, "is a part of the in- 
finite intellect of God." The human body, on 
the other hand, is "'a mode which expresses in 
a certain and determinate manner ?he essence 
of God in so far as He is cmsidered as the 
thing extended." Man is  thus ""composed oi 
mind and body," but for Spinom this duality 
in human nature is a duality oE aspects, not a 
duality of substances. 

There is still another x ~ a ~ l  in vshich a cer- 
tain irnmateriaiicy is attributed to man. In 
Asistotle's theory, the soul is qor a subssance 
in its own right, bur she substantial form sf 
an organic body. Tfais is true of a11 kinds of 
souls-wherher of plants, animals, or men. 
But w h e ~  Ariseorle enumerates she varioas 
powers which living things possess-such as 
"'the nutritive, the appecirive, the sensory, she 



Bocomotive, arrd the power of sbinking9'-he 
assigns to man alone, or 66possibly another or- 
der like man or superior so him, the powerr rf 
thinking, i.e., mind." Furthermore, o i  all the 
parcs or powers of the soul, thinking seems to 
Aristotle so afford "the most probable e::cep- 
tion" to  rhe rule that "all the afIections of soul 
involve body." 

Apart horn thinking, "there seems to  be 
no case," he says, "in which the soul can act 
or  be acted upon without involving body." 
Whereas the sensitive o ~ ~ e r s  are seated in 
bodily org2ns and cannot act axcepe as bodily 
functions, the intellest is immaterial. It has no 
bodily organ which is comparable to  the eye as 
the organ of vision and the brain as the organ 
of memory and imagination. The act of under- 
standing is not a function of physical matter, 

According to this theory, man as a whoie 
is a single substance, composite of correlative 
principles of being-matter and form, o r  body 
and soul. But man diEers from all other phys- 
ical substances which are simiiarly composite 
in that he has a faculty and mode of acsivity 
separate from matter. Hn the later development 
of this theory by Aquinas, the immateriality of 
the intellect becomes the basis for agoing chat 
rhk rational soul of man can exist apart from 
macter when the composite human substance 
is disintegrated by death. 

As indicated in the chapces on ~[MMORTAL- 

ITY and SOUL, this is not the only argument for 
she immoaality of the soul. We are not here 
concerned, however, with the various argu- 
ments and rheir merits, but only with the fact 
&at senain conceptions of man's constitution 
attribute to man some~hing more &an the 
power 06 rationality, namely, the disrincrion of 
havim3 a spiritual and immortal Me. 

MIS FUTURE AND his past color the present life 
of man and alter the aspect under which he 
conceives his place in the general scheme of 
things. Hmmorraliey promises release from mu- 
tablIity as well as srlvaeion from death. -With 
an immcxd soul, man belongs to ecerniey as 
well as so time. He  is nos merely a transient 
character in rhe%uciverse. His stature and his 
dignity aro not the same whea man regards 
himself as cornpietely dissolvable into dust. 

The question of man's past o r  origin is, per- - 
haps, even more critical in its bearing on man's 
present status. Ancient poetry and histoiy con- 
tain many myrhs of man's kinship with she 
gods. The heroes trace their lineage back to  
the gods. Through them or through the pro- 
genitors of the race, man conceives himself as 
of divine descent or, at least, as having more 
agnity with the immortal gods than with all 
other earthbound things. 

In The Descent of Man, Darwin paints a 
digerent picture of human origin. Two propo- 
sitions determine its general outlines. The 
first, already stated, is that man ,belongs to  
the animal kingdom without any QiEerenria- 
tion except in degree. Not  only in anatomy, 
physiologygr, and embryolog are there marks 
of man's a%nity with the mammals; man's 
behavior and mentality also show, according 
to Darwin, that man possesses no  attribute so 
peculiarly human that some trace of it cannot 
be found in the higher forms of animal life. 

The second proposition Is that man's origin 
on earth has come about by a process of nat- 
ural variation from an ancestral type, exactly 
as other new species of plants o r  animals have 
originated by descent with, variation kom a 
common ancestor. This rheory of the origin 
of species is discussed in the chapter on Evo- 
LUTION. Its special application t o  the human 
species involves the notion of a common an- 
cestor for both man and the anthropoid apes, 
and the disappearance not only of the ances- 
tral form, but of the intermediate varieties- 
the so-called ""missing links" in the chain of 
variation. 

These two propositions are IogicaPly inter- 
dependent. If rhe proposition is false that 
wan diEers Irom other animals only in de- 
gree, the proposition cannot be true that man 
originated along with the anthropoid ages by 
descent from a common ancestor. Conversely, 
if the Darwinian theory of man's origin is 
true, it cannot be true that men and brutes 
diifer in kind. But though iche truth of each of 
chese wo propositions implies the truth of the 
other, the problem sf the difference between 
man and other animals has a certain logical pri- 
ority ~ ~ e r  the problem of man's origin, simply 
because more evidence is available to  solve it. 
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That question cails for an examinarion of man 
as he is today in camparison with other extant 
species; whereas the other question necessar- 
ily requires the collection and interpretation 
of historical evidence, which may have some 
bearing on hypothetical missing links. 

It should be added that if, in regard to the 
first question, the evidence favored the affir- 
mation of a difference in kind, that would 
not entail the denial of biological evolution, 
though it would necessarily challenge the Dar- 
winian theory sf how such evolution took 
place. One alternative to  the Darwinian hy- 
pothesis is the theory of emergent evolution, 
according to which lower forms of life may 
give rise to  new organic forms which are not 
only higher but are distinct in kind. 

Whether o r  not Christian theolou and 
some theoiy of bio%ogical evolution can be 
reconciled, there seems to  be an inescapable 
contradiction between Da-prwin's view of man's 
origin and the Judeo-Christian conception of 
man as a special sreation, special above all 
in the sense that "God created man in his 
o m  image." 

As God is in essence a perfect intefli- 
gewce and a spiritual being, man, according to  
Aquinas, "is said to be to the image of God 
by reason of his intellectual nature." In all 
creatures "there is some kind of likeness to  
God," but it is only in man that that likeness 
is an image. Man's finitude, imperfection, and 
corporeal existence make the image a remote 
resemblance; yer, according to  the theologians, 
it is precisely that likeness which separates 
man from all other earthly creatures and places 
hian in the company sf the angels. 

But man is no more an angel than he is a 
brute. He is separated from the one by his 
body as from ;the other by his reason. Nor 
does he in the present life have the spiritual 
existence of a disembodied and immortal soul. 
To these three glegtives in the definition sf 
man-not an angel, not a brute, not a soul- 
rke Christian theologian adds a fourth, drawn 
from man's past, Man is of the race begotten 
by Adam, but he,does not have khe attributes 
which Adam p~ssessed before the iall. 

-i i n e  dogma al: man's fail from g r a e  is 
discgssed in: she chapter on SIN. Xere we 
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are concerned only with its irnp8ications for - 

the understanding of man's present nature, 
as not only being deprived of the extraordi- 
nary gifts of life and knowledge which Adam 
lost through disobedience, but as also being 
wounded in perpetuity by Adam's sin. Weak- 
ness, ignorance, malice, and concupiscence, 
Aquinas declares, "are the four wounds in- 
flicted on the whole of human nature as a 
result of our first parent's sin." Man in the 
world is not only disinherited from Adam's 
giks, but with the loss of grace, he also sukTew, 
according to Aquinas, a diminution in "'his 

natural inclination to virtue." , 

THERE ARE OTHE R  divisions in the realm of 
man, but none so radical as that between Eden 
and the world thereafter. As retold by Plats, 
the ancient myths of a golden age when men 
lived under the immediate benevolence sf  the 
gods also imply a condition of mankind quite 
different from the observable reality, but ehey 
do not imply aa decline in human nature itself 
with the transition from the golden age to the 
present. The modern distinction between man 
living In a state of nature and man living in 
civil society considers only time external sir- 
cumstances of human life and does not divide 
man according to  two conditions of his SOUP. 
Other dichotomies-such as that between pre- 
historic and historic man, or Senween primitive 
and civilized man-are even less radical, for 
ehey deal even more in gradations or degrees 
of the same external conditions. 

These considerations Sead us to  another 
phase of man's thinking about man. Where' 
she previous problem was how man hgigers 
from everything else in ithe universe, here she 
question is how man is divided from man. If 
men are nor equal as individuals, to  what sx- 
tent are their individual diEerences the result 
sf the unequal endowment of rhe natures with 
which they are bornP1, and t o  what extent are 
 hey ehe result of individual acquirement in the 
course of Me? 

The range of human diRerences, whether 
innate or acquired, may itself become the basis 
for a division of men into the normal and eHe 
abnormal, a division which separates the fee- 
bleminded and the insane from the competent 
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and sane. From a moral and political point 
of view, this is perhaps the most fundamen- 
tal of all ciassifications. It muss be admitted, 
however, that traditionally the problem of the 
difference between men and women and the 
problem of she difference between ahe ages of 
man from the extreme of infancy to  ohe ex- 
ereme of senility seem to have exercised more 
influence on the determination of political sta- 
tus and moral responsibility. 

One other diRerentiation of man from man 
seems to  have significance for the theory of 
human society and the history of civilization. 
That is the division of men into groups, some- 
times by reference to physical and mental 
traits which separate one race kom another- 
whether these traits are supposed to be deter- 
mined biologically as inheritable racial char- 
acee,.istics or are attributed to  environmental 
influences; sometimes by reference to  the cus- 
toms and ideals of a culture. Both sets of 
criteria appear to be used in the traditional 
discussion of the opposition between Greek 
and barbarian, Jew and gentile, European and 
Asiatic. But it is only in the 20th century that 
racial difierences within the human species are 
scientifically treated in physical anthropology 

. ,> - and in the handling of the problem in a book 
such as Dobzhansky9s Genetics and the Origin 
of Species. 

Ht is also only in the 20th century that the 
problem of gender-the problem of male and 
female in the human species-comes to the 
fore. Throughout the great books from Homer 
to the end of the 19th century, the word "man9' 
is used as signifying all members of the human 
species, never as signifying only males. And 
with the possible exceptions of BBato in antiq- 
niay and Mill in the 19th century, almost ail the 
authors of the great books from Aristoele to 
Nietzsche regard males as superior to females. 
Nietzsche is most emphatic on this point. For 
Aim, it is a ""sign of shallow-mindedness" to 
deny the antagonism and hostile rension be- 
tween men and women and "to dream here 04: 
equal rights, equal education, equal claims and 
duties." Even in the early 20th century./, Vebien 
describes s he status sf women in American so- 
sieey as ""sat of a drudge. . . fairly contented 
with her 1st.'' 

The woman's suffrage movement, oi which 
Mill was a leading progenitor, achieved suc- 

- 

cess in the first quarter of the 20th centwy, 
but the feminist movement did not erupt unriZ 
the third quarter. Yet earlier than shat, we -6nd 
in Shaw9s Preface to Saint]oan an asraordi- 
nary anticipation of its credo. T o  understand 
Saint Joan properly, he writes, it is n e s e s s q  to  
chrow off ""sex artialities and their mmanse," 
and to regard "woman as the female o i  the 
human species." 

THE ULTIMATE questions whish man asks 
about himself are partly answered by she very 
fact of their being asked. The 'answer may be 
that man is the measure of all things; that he is 
sufficient unto himself or at least suscient for 
the station he occupies and the p a s  he plays 
in the structure of the universe, The answer 
may be that man is not a god overlooking 
the rest of namre, or even at home in the 
environment of time and space, but rather that 
he is a finite and dependent creature aware 
of his insufficiency, a lonely wanderer seeking 
something greater than himself and this whole 
world. Whatever answer is given, man's asking 
what sort of :hing he is, whence he comes, 
and whither he Is destined symbolizes the 
two strains in human nature-man's knowl- 
edge and his ignorance, man's greatmss and 
his misery. 

Man, writes Pascal, is "a nothing in csm- 
parison with the Infinite, an ABI in comparison 
with the Nothing, a mean between nothing 
m d  everything. Since he is infinitely removed 
from comprehending the extremes, the end of 
thing and their beginning are hopelessly hid- 
den from him in an impenetrable secree; he is 
equally incapable of seeing the Nothing from 
which he was made, and the Infinite in which 
he is swallowed up. 

6'Man999 Pascal goes on, "muse not think 
that he is on a level either with the brutes or 
with the angels, nor must he be ignorant of 
both sides of his nature; &cat he must h o w  
both." In recognizing both lies his wretched- 
ness and grandeur. ""Man knows that he is 
wretched. :-Ie is therefore wretched, because 
he is so; but he is really greater beca6se he 
knows it.'' 


